IN CASE OF A TORNADO WARNING:

- **GET INDOORS, GET DOWN, COVER UP**
- Immediately move to the place identified in your building's tornado plan.
- If you are unclear where that is, seek an interior space away from windows, with as many walls between you and the storm, and as low as possible.
- After a tornado warning is issued it is too late to seek the Best Available Refuge Area.

IN CASE OF ADVANCED NOTICE BEFORE A TORNADO WARNING IS ISSUED:

- There may be days when an enhanced risk to safety may be identified by the National Weather Service. OU may take precaution on these days in advance of a tornado warning and close operations to allow people to seek Best Available Refuge Areas.
- The attached map shows the route from your building to the Best Available Refuge Area.
- Do not wait until a tornado warning is issued to move. After a tornado warning is issued it is too late to seek the Best Available Refuge Area.

BEST AVAILABLE REFUGE AREA MAP

STUDENT HOUSING

**LEGEND**

- Best Available Refuge Area
- Route to Best Available Refuge Area

**NORTH**

**TIGER CENTER**
- Occupants on floors 3 & 4 to Walker Center basement. Occupants on floors 5-10 to Walker Center shelter

**Couch Center**
- Occupants on floors 2-4 to Couch Center basement. Occupants on floors 5-12 to Couch Center shelter

**David L. Boren Hall**
- All occupants to Adams Center basement

**Greek Houses**
- All occupants in Delta Delta Delta, Delta Tau Delta, Kappa Alpha Order, Alpha Omicron Pi, Sigma Chi, Pi Beta Phi, Alpha Tau Omega, and Phi Delta Theta houses to Coats Law Center

**GATE CENTER**
- All occupants to Barnes Fitness Center

**Heidtman**
- All occupants to storm shelter in west parking lot

**Kraetli**
- All occupants to storm shelter at east side of complex

**Legends**
- All occupants to storm shelter at middle of South Complex

**Student Housing**
- North